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l”he maximal size of a family of r-sets of a set with n elements having the 
Heliy property of order k < r is (;I:). 
A family S of sets is said to be an H&amily (k > 1) if in every subfamily 
of .P- with empty intersection we can fmd a set consisting of at most k sets 
whose intersection is empty, that is if 2? C .S= and flGEg G = D then flGGq, = @ 
for some 3’ C 3, ] 9’ 1 < k. Clearly an II*-family is also an II&r-family. 
An HI-family is one with non-empty intersection and an &family is usually 
said to be a HeZly famiZy. At the Orsay Colloquium on Combinatorial 
Theorey in 1976 Gyarfas proposed the problem of determimng the maximal 
size of various Helly families. 
As usual, denote by XcTJ the collection of r-sets of a set X. For x E X put 
p z {A E Jyw: x E A). Furthermore, KD W) denotes any set of the form IT@), 
where 1 W \ = p. 
THEOREM I. Let X be a set of n elements. 
(Q If 9 C uzzO XQ) then F is an H&amilyfor every k > r -/- 1. 
(ii) If FClJz=,,X(8) then @ is an H,.-family i.it does not contain aK$$ a 
(iii) If k < r and S C X(r) is an H&&ni~y then 
with equaIity ifl=F = Xr) fir some x E X. 
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ProoJ Let F C uzsO -P) and let p + 1 be the minimal integer for which 
9 is an H3+1-family. Then clearly p < J F J and there exists 3 C 9, 
J G J =p + 1, such that &g G = @ but any p elements of 3 intersect. 
Let gl, g2 ,..., gp+l be thep-element subsets of 9 and Iet ai E fiGegs G. Then 
al y a2 ,-, ap+l are distinct and every G e 3 contains exactlyp of them. IIence 
r 2 1 G 1 >p. This shows that (i) holds. Furthermore, if LP is not an Hv- 
family then the subfamily $Y above is exactly {aI, a2 ,.,., ar+l)(T), so it is 
K$!! . Conversely, if F contains a KT+l (‘) then s is not an H?-family since 
Kzl itself is not an HY-family. 
Assume now that k < r, F C Xc?) is an Hk-family and [ 9 [ = (Fz:). 
Since Xg) is a maximal Hk-family, in order to prove (iii) it suffices to show that 
5 = XF’ for some x e X. Put 
d = {A E P--l’: A = Al n A2 for some A1, kt2 E .F], 
~8 = {B E 2F1)\d: B C Bl for some Bl E 9). 
Thus each member of & is contained in at least two and at most n - r + I 
members of 9 and each member of g is contained in exactly one member of 
9. Since 9 is an Hk-family, so is &. In particular, &’ does not contain a 
KJ’-“, so each member of 9 contains at least one member of ~3. Hence 
and 
Each FE 9 contains r sets of & u 8 and each A E J&’ is contained in at most 
n - r + 1 sets of F. Consequently 
Since 1 3-1 = (:I:), we see that 1 &+ 1 = (FE;), ~53’ = X(Y-lJ\~ and for each 
B E ~78 there exists an Fe s such that B is the o&y (r - I)-set of lJ which 
belongs to a, the others belong to &. A special case of a result proved by 
Bollobas [I J implies that JJ = Xz-‘) for some x e X. Furthermore, it follows 
from (2) that each A F & is contained in n - r + 1 sets of g, that is if 
F c X@) and A C F then FE F. IIence F3 X,) so z@- = Xc), as claimed. 
Remarks. I. Inequality (I) is an immediate consequence of inequahty (2). 
Furthermore, since [ &’ 1 = (:I;), it would have been sufficient to prove the 
uniqueness of the extremal Hk-family in the case r = k + 1. 
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2, The maximal size of an Hk-family g C X@J can be read out of Theorem 1 
for every k and r, unless k = r. In the latter case by (ii) the maximal size is 
equal to the maximal size of a family fl C X(?J (that is an r-graph) without 
a JYJ$ . If r = 2 then this is just the maximal size of a graph without a 
triangle, which is $/4 by Turan’s theorem [4] (see also [2, Theorem VI.l.11). 
For r > 2 it is not known how many r-tuples can there be in an r-graph if it 
does not contain a Kz’ ; there are only rather simple estimates. 
The case k = 2 of the next result was proved by &Elder [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a set of n elements and let 9 C fJLcO X(s) be m 
If&amily, where k c r. Then 
Inequality (3) is best possible. 
ProoJ By Theorem 1 it suffices to show that the theorem holds for 
r -= k + I. Write & = F n X@). As in the proof of Theorem 1, put 
Then every member of & must contain a member of @l so 
Hence 
Since 1% 1 < (T) for every i, the proof of (3) is complete. 
As in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1, it is easily shown that 
&SF = (jy; x(t) u u;elc g,f), where x E X, is an Hk-family. For this family 9 
equality holds in (3). 
COROLLARY 3. If % is an II&amily of subsets of a set with n elements 
then 
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